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A BSTRACT
Autonomous multi-robot systems, where a team of robots shares
information to perform tasks that are beyond an individual robot’s
abilities, hold great promise for a number of applications, such as
planetary exploration missions. Each robot in a multi-robot system
that uses the shared-world coordination paradigm autonomously
schedules which robot should perform a given task, and when, using its worldview–the robot’s internal representation of its belief
about both its own state, and other robots’ states. A key problem
for operators is that robots’ worldviews can fall out of sync (often
due to weak communication links), leading to desynchronization of
the robots’ scheduling decisions and inconsistent emergent behavior
(e.g., tasks not performed, or performed by multiple robots). Operators face the time-consuming and difficult task of making sense of
the robots’ scheduling decisions, detecting de-synchronizations, and
pinpointing the cause by comparing every robot’s worldview. To
address these challenges, we introduce MOSAIC Viewer, a visual
analytics system that helps operators (i) make sense of the robots’
schedules and (ii) detect and conduct a root cause analysis of the
robots’ desynchronized worldviews. Over a year-long partnership
with roboticists at the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, we conduct
a formative study to identify the necessary system design requirements and a qualitative evaluation with 12 roboticists. We find that
MOSAIC Viewer is faster- and easier-to-use than the users’ current
approaches, and it allows them to stitch low-level details to formulate a high-level understanding of the robots’ schedules and detect
and pinpoint the cause of the desynchronized worldviews.
Keywords: Multi-Robot Systems, Human-Subjects Qualitative
Studies, Debugging.
Index Terms: I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]: Applications—
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I NTRODUCTION

Autonomous multi-robot systems (MRS) are systems with two or
more autonomous robots (often referred to as agents), that coordinate
and share information so as to perform tasks cooperatively. This
cooperation, in particular, drives interest in their potential to perform
highly complex tasks in diverse contexts from search and rescue
in hazardous environments [4, 23, 47] to team sports [34, 51], and
even space missions [56, 62]. The complexity of these systems also
introduces a problem of usability for operations—or operability.
Researchers must monitor the behavior of individual agents as well
as behavior that emerges from their cooperation [32] and see how
small changes to their systems affect the overall system performance.
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One area where this emergent complexity can be particular challenging for operators is distributed scheduling [52], i.e., cooperatively deciding which agent should perform a given task and when.
To track even a single task on a single agent, operators need to understand and track inter-task dependencies the precedence constraints
that the agents’ schedule must satisfy (e.g., scientific data must be
collected before it is analyzed and transmitted to Earth). With distributed scheduling, the effort required to understand the state of the
system increases quadratically, as tasks assigned to one agent might
be shared with or even performed by others. In addition, the overall
system’s behavior depends not only on each agent’s individual state
but also on each agent’s belief about the state of other agents and of
the environment (i.e., a worldview [30]).
Agents’ worldviews introduce a second challenge that further
complicates tracking agents’ tasks, as worldviews can fall out of
sync (often due to weak communication links). This leads to desynchronization of the agents’ scheduling decisions and inconsistent
emergent behavior (e.g., tasks not performed, or performed by multiple agents). To debug these inconsistent behaviors, operators must
pinpoint the source of the desynchronization by comparing every
agent’s worldview. This process is not only critical for debugging
and failure detection purposes, but also enormously time-consuming
and difficult: operators need to examine the high-dimensional product of every attribute in every agent’s worldview.
While previous research has explored ways to represent the
views of single agents using text [14, 22, 49] or superimposed over
videos [2, 69], we explore how a visual analytics approach [11] can
encode the belief agents have of themselves and about the state of
other agents. To that end, we engaged in a year-long collaboration
with a team of MRS researchers and operators at the NASA Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (NASA JPL). The collaboration began with a
10-week formative investigation to identify the core challenges of
distributed scheduling, utilizing the MOSAIC distributed scheduling framework [75] as a laboratory to explore this objective. This
work was followed by six months of iterative co-design with a core
MOSAIC team member to produce MOSAIC Viewer, a visual analytics application that helps operators (i) make sense of the agents’
schedules and (ii) detect and conduct a root cause analysis of the
desynchronized worldviews. To compare worldviews, MOSAIC
Viewer draws inspiration from the diff algorithm, which is commonly used for text comparison [35] to emphasize the differences
of agents’ worldview. Lastly, we demonstrate the effectiveness of
our method and system with two case studies and evaluate the application through a qualitative study with 12 roboticists at JPL. The
study reveals MOSAIC Viewer is easier- and faster-to-use than the
users’ current text-based approaches. The study helps to explain how
applications like MOSAIC Viewer can support worldview desynchronization debugging. In particular, from our evaluation, we find
that our tool supports the following practices:
• System speed and interactivity streamline higher-level analyses;
• Trust for summary displays grew with experience;
• Knowing how is not enough—users need to know “why” in

Table 1: Attributes in every agent’s worldview. For every attribute, an agent has a value for itself and the presumed values for the other agents.

Worldview Attribute Value
Attribute

Self

Others

Data Structure

Location
Science Zone

The robot’s location
The robot’s classification of whether
it is in a science zone
The robot’s battery
The robot’s CPU level
The actions the robot is currently performing
Bandwidth between self and other robots

Presumed location of other robots
Presumed classification of whether
other robots are in science zones
Presumed battery level of other robots
Presumed CPU level of other robots
Actions other robots are believed to be performing
Presumed bandwidths between other pairs of robots

2D Coordinates
Boolean Array

Battery Level
CPU Utilization
Actions
Communication

order to back trace the root causes of the problem;
• Different sets of assumptions affect data interpretation.
This particular design study [63] helps researchers understand the fit
between the problem of MRS operators debugging desynchronized
worldviews and MOSAIC Viewer. In this paper we contribute: (i)
a set of system design requirements based on a year-long formative study with domain experts in multi-robot systems; (ii) a visual
analytics tool that helps operators understand and compare agents’
worldviews with a comparison technique inspired from the diff algorithm; and (iii) we characterize how the system supports effective
troubleshooting, with evidence gathered from a study of the system.
2 BACKGROUND
To motivate and situate our work, we first discuss the specific challenges of supervising autonomous MRS and unpack the details of
the MOSAIC distributed scheduling framework [75] that we use to
explore desynchronized worldview debugging.
2.1 Autonomous Multi-Robot Systems
In contrast to multi-agent systems [46] which are enacted entirely as
software, in this work we focus on multi-robot systems that have to
negotiate with real-world constraints (e.g., limited and time-varying
communication bandwidth and dynamic battery levels) that are often
not considered in the multi-agent systems literature [10, 38, 44].
While some MRS researchers investigate MRS that utilize explicit
[65] or centralized [78] coordination, we focus on MRS that use
shared-world coordination [3, 18], which have proven to be highly
popular in field applications [7, 58] due to its simplicity, scalability,
and resiliency. In this approach, every robotic agent has a worldview
[30]—an internal representation of the world and of the other agents’
states—that is updated through constant communication with other
agents. In our case, Table 1 summarizes the different attributes found
in an agent’s worldview within the MOSAIC framework (described
in Sect. 2.2). Based on its own worldview, each agent independently
computes the optimal strategy for all agents, and then executes its
own part of the computed strategy. If all agents have the same
worldview, this results in coordinated behavior.
While a shared-world approach introduces many benefits, a key
complexity it introduces is that, if the agents are unable to communicate with each other, their worldviews can fall out of sync,
resulting in uncoordinated decisions (e.g., a task may be performed
by two agents, or it may not be performed at all). This issue is
especially problematic in harsh environments such as underground
caves [17, 42], where ensuring constant reliable communication is
infeasible. Therefore, in order to understand the overall behavior
of MRS, it is critical to understand the worldview of each agent.
Furthermore, in order to mitigate the effect of worldview desynchronization, an operator must be able to identify the cause (e.g.,
slow propagation of information on low-bandwidth data links or
the failure of an agent’s radio) to plan for corrective action. The
concurrent, distributed, and complex components of MRS makes
the debugging process significantly difficult, and previous research
has identified that these tasks require considerable attention [25] and
would benefit from more appropriate, effective tools [73].
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MOSAIC Distributed Scheduling

Within the MOSAIC distributed scheduling framework, each agent
can perform a set of navigation tasks and science tasks. Navigation
tasks, which model activities such as localization and path planning,
are mandatory, and all agents must perform them. Science tasks,
which model collection and analysis of scientific observables, are
optional. Though individual science tasks are not required for mission success, the objective of the MOSAIC framework is to perform
as many science tasks as possible. However, an agent can perform
science tasks only if it has the time and energy resources to also
guarantee the execution of the mandatory navigation tasks.
Both navigation tasks and science tasks have precedence constraints, enforcing that tasks must be accomplished in sequence.
With science tasks, performing analysis of scientific measurements
requires that the data be collected first. With navigation tasks, performing localization through visual odometry requires collecting
camera images first. Hence, we will refer to navigation tasks and
science tasks as a “chain of tasks” (i.e., several tasks with a chain
of inter-task dependencies). A key advantage of MRS is that agents
do not need to accomplish each task all by themselves—they may
receive assistance from other agents. An agent in a science zone
may request assistance with its navigation tasks in order to free up
computational resources for science tasks. Certain computational
tasks, such as performing visual odometry and analyzing data, are
relocatable to other agents. However, not all tasks are relocatable—
for instance, tasks requiring the use of an agent’s hardware resources
(e.g., capturing images or collecting scientific measurements) are
not. The MOSAIC scheduler takes all these constraints into account and computes (i) what optional tasks can be performed and (ii)
which agents should perform relocatable tasks based on the agents’
capabilities and communication links between the agents [75].
In this paper, we consider datasets with ten agents generated
by running the MOSAIC scheduler in the loop with a multi-robot
simulator that captures the availability of science zones, robot battery levels, and communication link bandwidths, which reflects the
standard practice in robotics research [53, 74, 75]. This level of
simulation fidelity is well-matched with the level of abstraction at
which MOSAIC operates; while field testing may present different
underlying causes for worldview desynchronization, the effect on
the data used in this paper (i.e., disagreement between the agents’
world views) would be indistinguishable from the output of the simulations. Accordingly, the use of a simulator has a negligible impact
on the fidelity of worldview debugging. In these datasets, each agent
has six attributes in its worldview (Table 1) and is endowed with an
agent ID. Each agent wishes to perform three mandatory navigation
tasks; agents in “science zones” also wish to perform three optional
science tasks. Each set of tasks has a chain of dependency constraints. One agent—the base station—is a special agent that does
not need to perform the navigation or science tasks and is equipped
with a faster processor. Its purpose is to help the other agents with
its computing capabilities. Lastly, we remark that the scale of ten
agents is representative of proposed extra-planetary (i.e., outside
of Earth) MRS mission concepts under consideration for the next
decade [8, 39, 40, 56].

Table 2: Summary of the participants’ background, current tools and the extent they participated in the year-long formative study.
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Participants

MOSAIC
Affiliation

Years of Full-Time
Professional Experience

P0
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12

Core
Core
Core
Non-Core
Non-Core
Core
Non-Core
Non-Core
Core
Non-Core
Non-Core
Non-Core
Core

1 – 5 years
1 – 5 years
Less than 1 year
5 – 10 years
Less than 1 year
10 - 15 years
1 – 5 years
1 – 5 years
1 – 5 years
1 – 5 years
More than 15 years
1 – 5 years
10 – 15 years

Current Tools

Participation

PLT1

RT2

CLI3

DBT4

DB-LT5

FS6

Co-Design

FE7

User Study

3
–
–
3
3
–
3
–
3
–
–
–
–

3
3
–
–
–
–
3
3
–
3
3
3
–

3
–
–
–
3
3
–
3
3
–
3
–
3

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
3
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
3
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

3
3
–
3
–
3
3
–
3
–
–
–
3

3
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

3
–
–
–
–
3
–
–
–
–
–
–
3

–
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

2
MATLAB/Matplotlib (ad-hoc scriping languages and plotting tools);
RVIZ and ROS-based plotting tools [55];
5
6
Command-line debugging and backtracing tools (GDB);
Database-backed logging tools;
Formative Study;

3 R ELATED W ORK
We present MRS supervision tools used in the robotics community
and promising visualization techniques for worldview debugging.
3.1 Scheduling and Timeline Views in Robotics
In addition to the various multi-purpose robotics toolkits [55], specialized visual analytics tools have been developed to track robots’
task completion [49, 68, 70]. These tools include timeline views
that are often organized around two underlying data types. First, we
observe “agent-centric” (AC) timelines [12, 36], which map timeline rows to individual agents, foregrounding the tasks performed
by each agent (either for themselves or to assist other agents). In
contrast, the second approach, “task-centric” (TC) [59], organizes
timeline rows around tasks and their dependencies and focuses on
when tasks are completed, rather than who is executing them.
We find AC timelines to be an incomplete solution for the problem of distributed scheduling, where tasks offloaded to other agents
can be difficult to trace. We find a similar limitation with TC timelines for distributed scheduling problems, where backtracing tasks
with dependencies can be difficult to explain failures. To that end,
MOSAIC Viewer uses an AC-TC hybrid timeline. The timeline
includes glyphs that visually encapsulate the completion status of
individual tasks, and foregrounds task dependencies using interactions [21, 37, 77] (see Sect. 5.3 for more details about the timeline).
Even with these adaptations, the timeline view is necessary but
not sufficient to support the many tasks robotics researchers and
operators face when debugging unexpected behaviors due to worldview desynchronization. To complete the application, we turn our
attention to views designed to support worldview debugging.
3.2 Worldview Debugging
To mitigate the effect of worldview desynchronization, an operator
must be able to identify the root cause of the desynchronization
condition (Sect. 2.1). Researchers have investigated methods that
display worldview state variables using structured text, through
logfile analysis [22] and watchpoints [14], similar to those found
in software development IDE’s. These initial explorations provide
utility, but at the same time require considerable attention and focus
[54,72]. One objective of our research is to explore a more expressive
and lower cognitive load approach for users to examine the highdimensional product of agents’ worldviews. Visual tracking [2, 69],
which overlays line graphs [2] and glyphs [69] that describe the
agent’s state on top of a video of agents performing tasks, is another
approach. While this approach can effectively show the state of
individual agents, MRS worldview debugging requires operators to
understand agents’ beliefs about other agents’ states as well.
To the best of our knowledge, we know of no research within
the visualization community that has explicitly looked at the problem domain of distributed MRS worldview debugging. However,
researchers have explored various representations and interaction
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Command-line (CLI) logging tools;
Formative Evaluation

strategies for data with similar underlying representations. For example, as worldviews have multiple attributes, we build on visual
comparison techniques rooted in multivariate data research [43]. In
particular, we rely on visual comparison techniques [26] that include
explicit encoding to represent the system’s consensus of an agent’s
view of its own state, and juxtaposition to highlight the differences
among worldviews. The same strategies to compare parameters
of a dataset have been applied across a number of domains, from
malware sampling [27] to time series data [50].
Another thread that defines analytics tools that perform multivariate comparisons is the actual algorithm they select to highlight
parameter differences. DiffMatrix [66], for example, highlights the
difference between two parameter values using the arithmetic subtraction operators, while OnSet [60] uses the union and intersection
set operators. Our work, like Vdiff [6] and TACO [50], applies the
diff algorithm [35] from text processing (see Sect. 5.2 for details).
The system we present, overall, extends the work on multivariate
comparison into the domain of distributed MRS worldview debugging and contributes a detailed analysis of the fit of our approach to
that domain. We now turn our attention to the formative research
that informed our understanding of the problem.
4

F ORMATIVE S TUDY

MOSAIC Viewer is the product of a year-long engagement, organized around three distinct phases, with its users. Table 2 summarizes the phases of the engagement and describes how each of the 13
participants engaged with this project. (Note: P0 is a superuser who
guided the design process, but did not participate in the user study).
This section describes the first and second phase: a 10-week
formative study with 7 domain experts and a 6-month co-design
study with 1 domain expert. The third phase (Sect. 6.1) is a formal
user study that evaluates how well MOSAIC Viewer supports visual
debugging for worldview desynchronization.
4.1

Approach

The objectives of the first phase, a formative study, were to gain a
deeper understanding of the core challenges of distributed scheduling
and the users’ needs. The study was organized around an initial contextual inquiry [33], which allowed the research team to observe the
roboticists at work in their own environments. For four weeks, the
protocol consisted of six sessions of 90 minutes of semi-structured
interviews and an artifact walk-through where roboticists shared
the tools and processes that define their MRS work practice. The
research team took notes, and captured images and video recordings
to highlight observations for post-analysis.
With a preliminary understanding of the problem domain, the
research team then elaborated 12 paper prototypes [57] in order to
test initial ideas early and quickly. After four rounds of user testing
with all users, these prototypes evolved to higher-fidelity code-based
prototypes with real MRS data. From these prototyping sessions, we

Table 3: Researcher’s goals and subgoals.
Goal

Subgoal

Assess worldview
synchronization

1. If desynchronized, who is out of sync with whom?
2. What is the cause of the desynchronization?

Make sense of the
scheduler’s output

1. Who is doing what?
2. Are agents accomplishing their navigation tasks?
3. Are agents maximizing their science tasks?

4.3

Design Requirements

Phase 1 identified that worldview debugging requires considerable
cognitive effort, supporting our decision to investigate how a visual
analytics tool can support these sets of tasks. In phase 2, over months
of iterative co-design with P0, we elaborated on the specific challenges researchers face when debugging MRS systems (summarized
in Table 3). We use these questions to devise a set of requirements
on how a visual analytics system can provide the needed support:

Figure 1: A 50-inch and a 70-inch display. The 15 terminal windows
allows P1 and 2 other researchers (not pictured) to debug 3 robots.

identified that comparing agents’ worldviews is a core component
we needed to address in order to help roboticists make sense of
the agents’ schedules. Then in the second phase, we engaged in 6
months of detailed co-design sessions [29] with P0 to unpack the
specific challenges of worldview comparisons. We found that no
existing visualizations met the needs of the problem, and we collaborated with P0 to iteratively prototype different visual representations
that compare agents’ worldviews. The past designs can be found
in the supplementary material. After identifying a potential design,
we conducted a formative evaluation [16] with three roboticists,
where we revised the system design based on their feedback, such
as introducing the hierarchical interactions that we list in Sect. 5.3.
4.2

Findings

The materials captured during phase 1 were annotated with themes,
which were then grouped using an emergent theme analysis [1].
One key analysis takeaway reveals roboticists invested substantial
amounts of effort and time to track the state of each agent’s worldview in order to interpret which tasks are scheduled for which robot.
To illustrate, we observed examples where roboticists would need
to open 3 or 4 terminal windows of messaging logs per agent and
then would recruit multiple expert colleagues who would each be
tasked to monitor a single agent on their own screens (Fig. 1). To
elaborate a shared understanding of all the worldviews, including
the divergences, the roboticists would collectively, as P1 shares,
“shout out the state of what they’re seeing” as they visually scan their
respective displays to find relevant information.
Roboticists must first assess worldview synchronization as this
dictates the flow for the rest of their analysis. If roboticists conclude
that the worldviews are synchronized, they would then assess the
system’s performance (i.e., how many tasks are being performed,
and by whom). To perform this objective, we observed researchers
first engaged in a TC perspective to quickly determine the state of
the agent’s task: they did not seek the low-level details of how a task
has been accomplished. Conversely, if an agent failed, researchers
switched to an AC perspective to seek for the low-level details of an
agent’s activities that explained the failure. However, if roboticists
concluded that agents’ worldviews are desynchronized, they would
transition into a debugging mode to plan for corrective action (i.e.,
determine who is out of sync and reason why the desynchronization
occurred). Roboticists would read out single states within each of
their robots’ worldviews again and check for agreement about each
state before moving onto the next worldview.

R1. Display worldview synchronization state: Determining if
the worldviews are in sync is the first step to an in-depth
analysis. The system’s visual encoding should indicate whether
agents are in sync and highlight those who are not.
R2. Support system performance assessment: System performance is based on the number of accomplished tasks. With n
agents, the numbers of tasks and task transferrings can be high.
To track who is doing what, the system should (i) differentiate
the different tasks that agents can perform and (ii) offer the
flexibility to switch analytical perspectives (i.e., AC, TC).
R3. Show the differences and similarities of the worldviews:
When worldview desynchronization occurs (R1), researchers
will need to detect who is out of sync in order to plan for
corrective action. Detecting out of sync agents requires understanding the similarities and differences of all the worldviews.
R4. Help conduct a root cause analysis of the desynchronized
worldviews: After determining which agents are out of sync
(R3), operators will need to conduct a root cause analysis to
reason on why this desynchronization occurred and plan for
corrective action. The system should provide the ability for
users to collate and fuse pieces of information in order to
properly diagnose the desynchronization condition.
5

A PPLICATION

To support analyzing and debugging MRS, we design a system
composed of two components: Main View (Fig. 2) and Differential
Worldview Comparison (DWC) (Fig. 4). The two components are
laid side-by-side, and users can first use the Main View to assess
whether agents’ worldviews are synchronized. If they conclude
worldviews are synchronized, they can proceed to assess the system
performance with the various views displayed in the Main View.
Otherwise, users can use DWC to identify worldview differences.
After identifying and selecting misbehaving agents in DWC, users
can engage with the Main View to conduct a root cause analysis.
5.1

Main View

The Main View (Fig. 2) consists of a summary overview, scatterplot,
graph, task abstraction, and a timeline.
Summary Overview. The summary overview (Fig. 2a) provides
a quick assessment of agents’ performance of science tasks and
worldview synchronization (R1, R2). As navigation tasks are required, the operator can infer how well the MOSAIC scheduler is
performing by assessing the number of optional science tasks that
agents can accomplish. Thus, for each task in the chain of science
tasks, we display how many agents have executed the respective task
as a fraction of all eligible agents. In Fig. 2a, 2 out of 4 agents have
accomplished the first two science tasks. Of the two, only one has
accomplished the third science task (either on board or by delegating
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Figure 2: The operator is using the Main View to evaluate the system’s performance. (a) Summary overview shows state of the science objective
and the worldview synchronization (b) Scatterplot abstracts the “behavior” of agents with the x- and y-axis encoding average CPU load and battery
level, respectively. (c) Graph depicts the agents’ location and communication links (d) Task Abstraction provides a task-centric perspective of each
agent’s task. Squares represent navigation tasks. Triangles represent science tasks (e) Timeline shows agents’ activities. Agent 5’s science chain
of task is highlighted in pink. (Note: other agents’ timelines are highlighted in different colors for illustrative purposes for the case study in Sect. 6.3)

it). Below, Worldview Synchronization provides an overview of the
agents’ worldview synchronization. To help users determine worldview synchronization, if the system detects a desynchronization, it
outputs a warning (R1). Users can then turn to DWC for further
analysis. To show what is desynchronized, the Worldview Synchronization displays DWC’s visual representation for three worldview
attributes (‘CN’: Communication Network, ‘BT’: Battery Level, and
‘SZ’: Science Zone). We discuss this further in Sect. 5.2.
Scatterplot. The scatterplot (Fig. 2b) is broken into four quadrants and the x- and y-axis shows average CPU load and battery
level, respectively. The quadrants are colored with four different
categorical colors to help operators abstract agents’ behavior at-aglance with respect to the current time step (R2). CPU load, in
particular, shows how busy a given agent is. This information in
addition to battery level provides two indications: (1) it identifies
over-subscribed agents and “bottlenecks”; (2) it identifies agents
that are doing the majority of the work for the overall system. For
example, agents in the blue quadrant are considered “lazy”. With a
high battery level and low average CPU load, this suggests that these
agents could be given more tasks if the communication topology
allowed for it. In contrast, agents in the yellow quadrant have a low
battery level and high average CPU load–indicating they are “overworked”. The middle portion of the scatterplot is colored grey, with
the center colored black, in order to emphasize extreme behavior.
Graph. In the graph (Fig. 2c), each agent is represented as a
circle with their agent number in the center. The base station is
denoted as ‘ST’. The colored ring correlates to which quadrant an
agent is positioned in the scatterplot. The edges between agents
represent its communication links, and the edge weight encodes the
available communication bandwidth. The graph has two regions to
represent the agent’s physical environment. Solid dark grey filled-in
regions are the ‘science zones’, while the diagonal hashed regions
represent ‘communication cut-off zones’. Communication links that
cross a communication cut-off zone are severed, simulating the effect
of line-of-sight of obstructions (e.g., hills). The graph provides basic
interactions to zoom-in, pan, and see details on-demand (i.e., tooltip)

when hovering over the nodes or edges. Users can also click on an
agent and see its immediate edges in pink, while the opacity of the
other edges in the network is lowered.
Task Abstraction and Timeline. In the Task Abstraction
(Fig. 2d), each row represents an agent, and a colored circle next to
the agent name corresponds to the quadrant the agent is respectively
placed in the scatterplot. To help distinguish tasks, there are two sets
of shapes, where squares represent navigation tasks and triangles
represent science tasks (R2). Each chain of tasks is composed of
three steps, and for every agent, the respective shape is filled in if
the task has been accomplished. This allows operators to quickly
assess if agents have accomplished their navigation tasks, and how
many science tasks have been performed from a TC perspective
(R2). However, this task abstraction does not tell which agent has
completed the task or when it has been accomplished. To that end,
operators can use the timeline, which shows each individual agent’s
activity (Fig. 2e) as horizontal bars in seconds. The length of a bar
represents the duration of a task and the positioning maps when
a task has started and ended. The shape at the beginning of each
task represents the task type (navigation or science), and inside each
shape is either a number that represents the nth-step of its respective
chain of tasks or an asterisk symbol (*) to denote task relocation. At
first sight, it is not evidently clear if a task in an agent’s timeline may
have been relocated from another agent for assistance (e.g., Agent 0
is performing Agent 4’s second navigation task at t = 17). To help
provide a closer inspection, users can brush the range on the timeline
with a mini-timeline or see more details of a task with a tooltip. The
tooltip displays the name, the start and end time of the task, and who
the task belongs to. More interactions are listed in Sect. 5.3.
5.2 Differential WorldView Comparison
Differential Worldview Comparison (DWC) enacts the concept of
the diff algorithm for text comparison [35] to compare the agents’
worldviews. For each line in two text files, the diff algorithm either
generates nothing, where the two lines are the same, or shows a sideby-side comparison of the two lines, where they differ. Analogously,
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Figure 3: The process from the raw data to DWC.
This figure focuses on Agent 1’s battery level (Fig. 4). (a) The agents’ view of a single attribute is
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function to X, we obtain the Difference Matrix Y (b) where each entry is
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the number of occurrences for each state. (c) The information is transformed into DWC.
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Figure 4: Differential Worldview Comparison: (BT) Battery Level Panel, (SZ) Science Zone Panel, and (CN) Communication Network Panel.

for each attribute in the agents’ worldviews, we introduce a variant
of the diff function that compares each agent’s presumed value for
an agent’s attribute (e.g., agent B’s presumed value for agent A’s
location) with the ego value of the said attribute (i.e., the value the
respective agent has determined for itself. See Table 1). We compare
to an agent’s ego value because we follow the strong assumption that
every agent knows its state the best. Hence, the agents’ ego value for
each attribute acts as a form of comparison. If an agent’s presumed
value corresponds to the respective ego value, DWC shows nothing;
however, if they differ, DWC shows the presumed value. Fig. 3
provides a walk-through of the process from the raw data to DWC.
Of the six attributes listed in Table 1, we focus on the three
attributes (battery level, presence in a science zone, and communication network bandwidths) that have a direct impact on the agents’
scheduling decisions and are able to explain the majority of the
desynchronization scenarios. For each agent i, each individual worldview attribute (e.g., battery level) can be represented as a 1D-array
xi with n entries, where n represents the total number of agents
(Fig. 3a). The j-th entry in the array, xi j represents agent i’s belief
about the state of agent j’s attribute. For battery level, the entry is
an integer; for science zone, it is a boolean; and for communications,
the entry is a list of bandwidths from agent j to all other agents.
Once all n arrays are concatenated, this becomes an n×n matrix
X. In X, row i represents agent i’s beliefs about the attribute, and

the entry xi j represents agent i’s belief about the state of agent j’s
attribute value. The value xii is denoted as as the ego value for the
attribute, as this entry represents what agent i thinks about itself. For
example, the highlighted column in Fig. 3a represents every agent’s
belief about the state of Agent 1’s battery level (encoded by color),
and x11 represents Agent 1’s ego value for its battery level.
After compiling X for each attribute, we apply our variant of the
diff function to every column j in X, comparing every entry (xi j ) to
the ego value:
(

None, if xii = xi j
(1)
xi j ,
otherwise
If xii = xi j , the function does not return anything; otherwise the
value is xi j (i.e., agent i’s presumed value for agent j). Once we
compute the diff function for every column, the output values are
used to create the Difference Matrix Y (Fig. 3b). In Y, each entry
is categorized as one of three states: State 1, State 2, or State 3.
State 1 is the ego view (yii ), (ii) State 2 are entries (yi j = None)
that agree with the ego view, and (iii) State 3 are those (yi j 6= None)
that disagree with the ego view. Then, for every column j in Y, we
compute the Similarity and Difference Sum to count the number of
entries labeled as State 2 and State 3, respectively:
n 

Similarity Sum = ∑ yi j = State 2 ,
(2)
diff(xii , xi j ) =

i=1

n

Difference Sum =

∑



yi j = State 3 .

(3)

i=1

We now have all the information we need to create DWC.
DWC displays each attribute as a grid-like panel (Fig. 4). Every
panel has n adjacent columns, each representing beliefs about an
agent. Each column j is composed of the same four components that
make up DWC: Ego View, Similarity View, Difference View, and
Deltas. Every panel also contains a ‘Delta Line’. Below the Delta
Line, the bottom portion of every panel is the ‘Summary View’ that
summarizes the system’s synchronization state, and the bottom-most
component is the ‘Ego View’, which visualizes an agent’s ego value.
The visual representation of the ego value is specific to each
attribute. For Communication Network, the ego view of each agent’s
communication network (i.e., the bandwidths from the agent to all
other agents) is represented as a 1D-array of length n. The k-th entry
in the array represents the communication bandwidth value from
agent j to agent k; we encode the bandwidth value with a purpleto-red sequential colormap [31]. In contrast, the data types used
in the Battery Level Panel and Science Zone Panel are ordinal and
boolean, respectively; for these, we use a square mark to represent
the Ego View. Ordinal values are encoded with an orange sequential
colormap, and boolean values are encoded with two shades of teal.
Next, above the Ego View, the ‘Similarity View’ displays the
similarities of each agent’s worldview through a piling metaphor [5]
where the number of horizontal lines represents the Similarity Sum
(Equation 2). This information is also captured as a fraction below
the Ego View. The piling metaphor fits the need of the visualization
as it visually aggregates information–reducing visual noises and
allowing more emphasis on the differences. This visual design decision is also based on what we have learned from the formative study,
as researchers are more interested in identifying the differences of
agents’ worldviews rather than the similarities.
The next component of DWC is the ‘Difference View’, which is
adjacent to the Similarity View. The Difference View is represented
by diagonal hashed lines, and it complements the Similarity View.
From the Difference Sum (Equation 3), the height of the Difference
View indicates how many agents disagree with an agent’s ego value
(R1). To see who the contrarians are and their beliefs, we look at
the top portion of DWC: the Detail View (R1, R3). Above the Delta
Line, the Detail View has n rows representing the n agents. For each
column j, rows corresponding to an agent that disagrees with the
column’s ego view (i.e., rows corresponding to an entry in State 3
in Y) report the contrarian agent’s belief about agent j’s worldview.
For example, in Fig. 4 (BT), Agent 7 disagrees with Agent 1 and 4’s
ego view of their location. The Detail View displays a different color
compared to the respective Ego View’s at the bottom. By default,
rows corresponding to agents that agree with the Ego View are blank,
in line with the diff metaphor. However, users can also show values
that correspond to the Ego View by toggling the Similarity View.
Our decision to focus on representing the agents’ view of each
attribute as a single matrix is based on the lessons from past designs
from the co-design sessions. The past designs layered various visual
encoding for each attribute, and users found it difficult to make sense
of the layered result and to compare the differences between the
agent’s worldviews. In addition, we found that operators would focus
on a particular attribute depending on the context of the problem.
5.3 User Interactions
The prototype features a rich set of user interactions:
Highlighting. To support switching analytical perspectives (TC,
AC) when making sense of an agent’s schedule, users can highlight
a single task or highlight an agent’s chain of tasks (R2). In Fig. 2,
the user highlighted Agent 5’s science chain of tasks. Users can also
highlight rows in the Detail View in the DWC as shown in Fig. 4.
Interlink Views. Visualizations for MRS can be broken down
into two aspects: (i) the behavior of a single agent or (ii) the overall

behavior of the system [61]. No single tool is capable of providing a
complete picture of the system [49]. Hence, we focus on providing
the operator with the ability to collate and fuse pieces of information
in order to properly diagnose the system by interlinking the views
(R4). For instance, when the rows in the Communication Network
panel are highlighted, the immediate edges of the highlighted agents
are pink in the graph, while the opacity of the other edges are
lowered. Fig. 8 showcase this interaction. As another example,
the graph, scatterplot, and task abstraction are interlinked. When
an agent is selected in any of these views, it is simultaneously
highlighted in the other views.
5.4

System Architecture & Implementation

We use a MongoDB database to store each agent’s reported worldview. From the database, we perform three computational tasks
before visualizing the system: (i) compute summary statistics; (ii)
chain tasks according to their precedence constraints and inter-task
dependencies; (iii) compare agents’ worldview through the diff function (Sect. 5.2). Afterward, we visualize the results on a web application. The front-end is implemented with a combination of HTML5,
CSS, JavaScript, and the JavaScript Data-Driven Documents (D3)
library [9]. The back-end runs on a Node.js web server.
6

S YSTEM E VALUATION

We are interested in evaluating if MOSAIC Viewer can help operators successfully answer the critical questions listed in Table 3. We
perform two assessments. First, we conduct a qualitative study that
consists of a training task scenario and three task scenarios in which
data were collected. For each scenario, participants were asked to
explore the state of a multi-robot system. Then, based on the user
study, we present two case studies that demonstrate our system’s
efficacy and the workflow of how users interacted with the system.
6.1

User Study

Participants. We recruited 12 participants (3 female, 9 male), aged
reported in bins 18 - 44 years, from the population of multi-robot systems researchers and operators at NASA JPL. Of the 12 participants,
two were part of the formative evaluation. We elected to include
these participants in the study as the system’s interactions and visual
representations changed after formative evaluation, and the study
was designed to assess their ability to debug worldviews based on
scenarios they did not encounter in the past. A more comprehensive
overview of the participants can be found in Table 2.
Conditions and Tasks Design. To study the usability and outcomes of domain experts using MOSAIC Viewer, we devised three
scenarios, each touching upon a common situation operators face.
One scenario included all agents in sync. Two scenarios included an
“out of sync” condition that emerges from (i) one agent isolated from
others or (ii) a bipartition in the agents’ communication network,
respectively. For each scenario, we asked operators to assess the
system. If they determined worldviews are out of sync, we asked
operators to perform a root cause analysis. This involved determining which robots were out of sync and analyzing why they were out
of sync (Q1). Participants were also asked to assess whether agents
accomplished their science tasks (Q2), navigation tasks (Q3) as well
as whether they understood how tasks were scheduled (Q4). Each
participant was required to complete the three scenarios, and the
study was counterbalanced to mitigate learning effects. We chose
not to have a baseline interface to compare with MOSAIC Viewer
instead of using existing debugging tools for two reasons: (1) reduce
confounding effects that may emerge from other aspects of the interfaces and (2) focus the investigation on the qualitative, behavioral
aspects participants gained from MOSAIC Viewer.
Experimental Setup. MOSAIC Viewer ran on a mid-2017 MacBook Pro (16 GB, 2.5 GhZ process). The interface was displayed on
a 34-inch display (3440 × 1440 pixels), using the Google Chrome
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browser. Participant input was captured through an external keyboard and mouse. For the sake of uniformity, pen and paper were
provided to participants regardless of the task.
Procedure. Each participant first filled in their background information in a survey form. They were then trained on the interface
until they were comfortable using it. Once ready, we provided the
three scenarios one by one. For each scenario, the participants were
asked to answer the four aforementioned questions and write down
their answers on the provided sheet of paper. At the end of each task,
participants responded to a questionnaire about the confidence of
their answers. After finishing all three tasks, participants answered
additional survey questions that prompted their overall thoughts
about the system and engaged in a semi-structured exit interview.
We used a concurrent think-aloud protocol during the study, and
participants were audio- and screen-recorded for the duration of the
tasks. All of the participant’s answers for the tasks were saved.
Results

Our evaluation revealed the following findings:
• Speed and interactivity streamline higher-level analyses:
(1) MOSAIC Viewer helps users locate information faster; (2)
The interlinked views enable users to formulate a hypothesis
about the root cause of the desynchronized worldviews.
• Trust for summary displays grew with experience: Users
initially lacked trust in the visual representations to which they
were not accustomed, but this trust grew quickly once they
were able to verify their understanding.
• The why: The how is not enough on its own: Understanding
MRS agents requires not only understanding how agents are
interacting with each other and how the tasks are scheduled
but also why. One without the other is not complete.
• Different sets of assumptions affect data interpretation:
Users bring in a different set of assumptions that mismatches
from the system’s architecture. These mismatches led to incorrect data interpretation.
P6 explains that MOSAIC Viewer meets an unmet need with existing
tools, noting “Every time I build a new capability...There are no tools
out of the box that just does it for you. You have to go spend time
and build it, so you can properly visualize what our algorithms do.”
6.2.1

00

01

05

Figure 5: Participant’s feedback about MOSAIC Viewer on a 5-point
Likert Scale. Median ratings are indicated in gray.

6.2

00

Speed and interactivity streamline analyses

Navigating information. All 12 users reported that understanding
the Main View’s visual encoding required very low to low-level of
effort. P7 attributes the high learnability due to the fact “someone
actually thought about how to represent these data rather than [users]
just plotting the data in a given software”. In particular, participants
reported the graph and shapes to be intuitive and useful.
8 out of 12 participants helped explain this finding, sharing that
their current workflows required them to open multiple terminal windows per agent, often spreading across multiple monitors to unpack
what even a single agent is doing. This matches the finding from the
formative study. Even when working alone, participants describe
terminal logs as time-consuming and inefficient, especially for comparisons. P1 explains this workflow requires visually scanning and
remembering the contents–making it mentally taxing. P2 contrasts
this multi-screen collaboration experience with MOSAIC Viewer’s
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Figure 6: Toggle interaction used in the DWC. (a) show the default
setting, only showing the deltas in the Detail View. (b) shows when
P4 toggles the Similarity View and the agents that agree with Agent
1’s ego view of its battery level appears in the Detail View. (c) shows
when P4 toggles the Difference View and makes the deltas disappear.

compact form, observing that “[in MOSAIC Viewer] whatever I
want to see, the information is there.”
Users contrasted MOSAIC Viewer with terminal logs, which
require considerable work from users to find individual pieces of
information, let alone combine them into a higher-level analysis.
P1 comments, “that isn’t possible with the way I [currently] do it”.
Based on the feedback users provided on a 5-point Likert scale, participants describe MOSAIC Viewer as both easier- and faster-to-use
than their current approaches (Md = 5, IQR = 0,
) (Fig. 5). Others found the flexibility helped drive ease-of-use, with P2 observing
“you have more than one way to see [the same] information”.
Formulating. Previous research explains that debugging a distributed multi-robot system requires users to combine macro- (i.e.,
societal-level) and micro-level (i.e., agent-level) system state information to form a coherent, unified picture [49]. In our study, users
explain that the speed of specific data access enables them to more
quickly achieve these higher levels of understanding. To complete
each task, users would use the DWC to identify if an agent is out of
sync with the other agents. To explain a de-synchronization, users
would have to combine their domain knowledge and the information
provided from each of the various views to conduct a root cause
analysis (R4). Users would look at each view to determine if the
agent’s location, distance, communication bandwidth, or any other
variables could explain the desynchronization they determined in
DWC. In Sect. 6.3, we provide a walk-through of how users utilized
our system with two case studies.
6.2.2

Trust for summary displays grew with experience

Independent of which task was presented first, users first interacted
with the system in a way that indicated they were verifying the
low-level details in which the summary displays were based upon.
The DWC Summary View provides a good example of this observed user behavior. The default setting of DWC shows only the
differences in the Detail View, but users can toggle different parts
of the Summary View to see different low-level details (Fig. 6). Another example is the Task Abstraction view. The Task Abstraction
view utilizes filled-in shapes to represent the three step process of
the science and navigation chain of tasks; however the shapes do
not indicate when or who has executed the respective task. To verify
the abstraction, users can individually click on a shape and see the
particular task being highlighted in the timeline visualization or
automatically highlight the entire chain of tasks as shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 7 shows the average number of clicks users used to either
highlight and toggle throughout the user study’s three tasks. In
the first task, 8 of 12 users used the toggle interaction to validate
their understanding of the DWC’s visual encoding (Fig. 6). As P4
explains: “The reason why I’ve been [toggling] is because I’m not
sure right now whether I’m seeing the similarity or differences (in
the Detail View). The way I can check that is by looking at the
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Figure 7: Summary of participants’ average number of clicks for two
interactions. Participants’ average number of clicks decreases over
the study. The average for the toggle interaction in the third task is 0.

color of [Agent 1’s ego view of battery level], and toggling the
[diagonal lines] to confirm what I’m seeing.” By the second task,
only 3 users continued to use the toggle interaction to validate their
understanding, and 0 users used the toggle interaction by the third
task. As P6 explains, “At first, I [toggled] because I wanted to see
the whole picture. But once I got used to the system, I don’t need to
verify. I know from here it’s going to show the same thing so once
you get used to it, it’s not necessary.”
A similar pattern of use was observed when users were asked
whether agents have completed their science objectives. During the
first task, 7 out of 12 users used the chain of task highlighting interaction to confirm whether an agent’s science task abstraction was
accurately reflected in the timeline visualization. By the third task,
only 3 used the interaction, while the rest used the Task Abstraction
exclusively. P8 commented: “It took me a while to really (pause)
trust that the little [shapes] were fully representative (of the timeline
visualization). I just wanted to double-check that’s the right answer.”
6.2.3 What and how are not enough: expert users need to
know why
While participants shared how MOSAIC Viewer successfully explains what the agents are doing and provide insight to some anomalous behaviors, expert operators wanted even more detail than the
system provided. P6 provides a representative quote:
Usually, people using [the system] not only want to see
how it’s scheduled. I think [answering] how [the tasks]
are scheduled, the visualizations are doing that beautifully. But there’s some underlying optimization going on
where the objective function is trying to maximize something...As a human operating a system, one of the things
we always want to do is verification. So my computer is
telling me this [solution] is the best. Is it really the best?
Can I check the sanity of the solution?
Similarly, 10 participants indicated they would like to know more
about the reasoning behind the scheduling optimization with comments such as, “I feel like 7 and [base station] should be doing better
than that and I wonder why they’re not”, “I want to know why [Agent
5’s science task] was transferred to 4. Why not to 0 or 2?”, “Why are
there blank spaces in the timeline?”. During the in-depth interviews,
participants commented that they would like to see explanations
behind the scheduler’s decisions. For example, when an agent’s task
is delegated to another agent, P6 and P10 explain they would want
to see the low-level details, such as real-time CPU load, of the two
agents in order to understand the scheduling optimization.
6.2.4 Different sets of assumptions affect sensemaking
Despite an unbounded training period, participants who are not
familiar with MOSAIC’s specific logistics displayed behavior where
they interpreted data differently. We note two specific cases.
P7 and P9, two non-core MOSAIC participants, incorrectly answered “no” for all three tasks when asked if the agents accomplished their navigation task (Q3). In their think-aloud process, both
mentioned the squares that represent the base station’s navigation
chain of task in the Task Abstraction are not filled in, indicating that
the base station failed to accomplish its navigation tasks. However,

as explained in Sect. 2.2, the base station is a special agent that does
not need to accomplish the mandatory navigation task as its purpose
is to help other agents with its fast computation power.
A similar pattern of mental model mismatch occurred with P4.
During the first task, P4 provided an incorrect answer to the question
related to the agents’ science tasks (Q2). In their think-aloud process,
P4 observed how Agent 3 accomplished its science chain of task
with the chain of task highlighting and stated the answer to Q2 is
“yes”. However, according to the Task Abstraction in Fig. 2, Agent
5 did not accomplish its science task. From the exit interview, P4
elaborated the reasoning behind their answer is based on the idea of
how “the agents are working together in tandem” where if one agent
accomplished its science chain of tasks, other agents did as well.
6.3

Case Studies

Evaluate System Performance. Upon launching the system, the
operator sees the Main View and DWC side-by-side. The Summary
View (Fig. 2a) does not display a synchronization warning and
DWC also does not show any deltas. The operator concludes the
agents’ worldviews are in sync and moves on to assess the system’s
performance (i.e., how many tasks are being performed, and by
whom) as part of their next goal (Table 3).
The operator looks at the Task Abstraction (Fig. 2d) to obtain
a high-level overview of the system’s performance. The filled-in
squares in the “NAV” column indicate agents have accomplished
their mandatory navigation task. The “SCI” column shows Agent 3,
with its three filled-in triangles, is the only agent that fully accomplished its science chain of tasks. However, the Science Objectives
(Fig. 2a) and the graph (Fig. 2c) show there are a total of four eligible
agents (Agents 1, 3, 5, and 6) that can accomplish science tasks.
The operator engages with the timeline (Fig. 2e) and scatterplot
(Fig. 2b) to seek for the low-level details that explain why the other
three agents failed to accomplish their science tasks. Highlighting
Agent 5’s partial science chain of tasks (Fig. 2e colored in pink), the
operator sees Agent 5 relocated the second science task to Agent
4. From the graph, the shortest path to send the scientific data from
Agent 4 to the base station is through Agent 8 or Agent 1. However,
Agent 4 has a weak communication link to both agents and is unable
to relay the data within the time gap from t = 23 to t = 27. Next,
the scatterplot shows that Agent 1’s and Agent 6’s battery level is
50%, indicating the computation time needed for their tasks will
take longer compared to other agents (e.g., Agent 1 takes twice as
long as Agent 0 to accomplish its second navigation task). Evidently,
Agent 1 and Agent 6 (colored in orange and turquoise, respectively)
did not accomplish any science tasks as both needed more time to
accomplish their mandatory navigation tasks.
Plan for Corrective Action. With the same “out of sync” scenario from the user study, this case study reflects how operators can
plan for corrective action (i.e., determine who is out of sync and
reason why the desynchronization occurred) with MOSAIC Viewer.
Launching the system, the operator sees the Main View and DWC
side-by-side. The Main View signals a desynchronization warning in
the Summary Overview, and DWC (Fig. 4) displays deltas across all
three panels. The deltas specifically in the Communication Network
Panel (Fig. 8b) show two distinct sets. Highlighting rows 0, 6, 7,
8, ST in the Communication Network panel emphasizes the visualization’s white space, revealing a bipartition in the communication
network as Agents 0, 6, 7, 8, ST are out of sync with Agents 1-5,
and conversely Agents 1-5 are out of sync with Agent 7 and 8. The
deltas in the other two panels have the same visual pattern and the
same set of agents (Agents 0, 6, 7, 8, and ST) are out of sync.
The pattern revealed by the DWC is also displayed in the graph
in the Main View (Fig. 8a): the same grouping of agents in DWC
is reflected within the two distinct clusters of the graph. The weak
communication bandwidth between the two clusters (indicated by
black arrows) further supports the hypothesis of a bipartite graph.
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Figure 8: (a) Graph and (b) Communication Network Panel. In (b), operator highlights row 0, 6, 7, 8, ST and identifies a visual pattern of how Set 1
is the complement set of Set 2. They hypothesize there’s a network bipartition. The immediate edges of these selected agents are highlighted in
(a) and the same group of agents are separated. The weak communication links (indicated by black arrows) further support this hypothesis.

For instance, the bandwidth value between Agent 4 and 7 is 1, a
weak value where agents would not be able to send data across the
network and update each others’ worldviews, causing the bipartition.
7

D ISCUSSION

In this section, we reflect upon the findings of this work, and consider
both its extension, and its limitations.
Limitations in Visual Scalability. While the scale of ten agents
in our work aligns with current and proposed space exploration
concepts [8, 19, 20, 45] within the next 10 years, the current system design might struggle to achieve the same levels of legibility
and low cognitive load with swarm robotics [48] mission concepts
that include hundreds of agents. Edge bundling [24] and layout
algorithms [41] are promising directions to improve dense graph
legibility and transparency [13], and jitter [71] can improve dense
scatterplot legibility. However, critically, in swarm robotics applications, agents are rarely endowed with a global worldview—rather,
each agent typically relies on much simpler scheduling schemes and
reacts based on its own state and immediate neighbors’. Accordingly,
we expect that further research will be required to capture the qualitatively different nature of the underlying problem of debugging
autonomous swarms’ behaviors.
Foreground scheduler logistics to achieve generalizability. In
our findings, we observed differences between how core MOSAIC
and non-core researchers interpreted the same visual marks on the
display. In the example reported in Sect 6.2.4, the Task Abstraction shows unfilled squares for the base station. Some non-core
team members interpreted that not all robots have completed their
navigation tasks when seeing unfilled squares for the base station.
However, core team members saw the same marks, and, knowing
that the base station does not need to complete the navigation task,
made the correct interpretation that all mandatory navigation tasks
were completed. Reflecting on the systems’ visual encoding, we realize this confusion could have been avoided by adding an additional
glyph that distinguishes the base station from other agents.
This split in our test population reveals an interesting artifact of
our design process. Though we spent nearly a year on iteratively
designing, we never observed this problem in our user testing until
we included users outside of the core MOSAIC team. We reflect
that while both groups contain full-time MRS robotics researchers,
the core group is more deeply steeped in the architecture and algorithms that drive the MOSAIC scheduler. To design a more general
MRS application that would work across any number of scheduling
algorithms, this would require to dive deep into the mechanics of
scheduling algorithms. A general system would need to visualize
not only the various states of the worldviews, but also many of the
underlying mechanisms through which the scheduling system operates. With this approach, designers could be more likely to create a
system that functions independently of the background of its users.
Move Beyond the Debugging Use Case. This work focuses
more explicitly on explaining what the autonomy has decided. Given
this success of this work, participants also expressed some desire
to understand, as P7 states, “different perspectives of the same

code”, that extends to understanding why the autonomy made the
decisions it did in non-error cases. This points towards supporting
the task of scheduling algorithm design, such as adding a “what-if”
mode [76], to help roboticists gain insight into tasks that include how
different algorithm hyperparameters affect the search of a very large
space. This creates an opportunity to work in algorithm visualization
[28, 64], as well as large decisions trees visualization [67, 70]
Extend to other Multi-Robot Systems. While this system was
designed to support users of the MOSAIC scheduler, it also represents an interesting challenge to extend the application to other MRS
systems that use different underlying algorithms and for different
contexts of use. In one exit interview, for example, P5 observed that
MOSAIC Viewer might also support agent navigation discrepancies
in support of DARPA’s Subterranean Challenge (SubT) [15]. P5
reflected on ways in which the contexts share many commonalities
that could help the systems achieve more generalizability, noting
“What you’re visualizing is at the core of these multi-robot problems.
They are connected by some network infrastructure, they’re sharing
information in order to come to a decision about what to do. So we
want to visualize what were the states at a specific time, what were
they doing, what were they planning on doing, and how they were
connected with each other.” But they also noted other system differences that might not make the contexts topologically equivalent,
noting “[SubT’s] task network is a bit larger [than MOSAIC’s] and
not as straightforward as 1, 2, 3. You roll back and there’s loops. So
it’s harder to just lay it out sequentially like [MOSAIC’s]”.
8 C ONCLUSION
We present MOSAIC Viewer, a visual analytics system that helps
users make sense of robots’ autonomous scheduling decisions and
pinpoint the cause of desynchronized worldviews in a multi-robot
system. To compare worldviews, we draw inspiration from the diff
algorithm to visually emphasize the differences, while aggregating the similarities. This approach allows users to quickly detect
the differences and similarities of all the robots’ worldviews. The
interlinked views help users not only collate and fuse pieces of information from each view in order to conduct a root cause analysis
of the desynchronized worldviews, but also understand the behavior of the system at a societal and individual level. Our qualitative
user study with domain experts at the NASA JPL characterizes and
elaborates the usefulness and effectiveness of MOSAIC Viewer.
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